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A Model Study For The Electric Pulse Frequency
Effects On The Solidification Behavior Of Al-5%Cu
Alloy
Qi Jingang, Li Yang, S.A Tukur, Zhao Zuofu, Wu Di, Dai Shan, Wang Jianzhong
Abstract: Electric pulse treatment (EPT) had recently proven to be an effective grain-refining technology; however, the quantitative understanding of the
EPT mechanism is still unclear. This research work was based on electromagnetic field theory combined with the EPT mechanism proposed by Zhai et al.
In this study, the two critical values of electro-pulse frequency under a certain pulse voltage were calculated; the crystal rain and the chill layer were
formed during this non-equilibrium solidification. Thus, the electro-pulse frequencies and their influencing factors were modeled. The solidification
behaviors were analyzed accordingly. The model exhibits that the time domain of EPM-induced grain refinement was found to be between the occurrence
of crystal rain and the formation of chill layer. Furthermore, the proposed model was validated by the solidification structure changes of Al-5%Cu alloy.

Index Terms: model, electric pulse treatment (EPT), solidification structure, crystal rain, chill layer, Grain-refinement
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INTRODUCTION

An Indian scholar named Mistra

IN the production of metals and alloys, control of grain size
is a key to improve the mechanical performance

[1]

[4]

published the earliest

report about the effect of an electro-pulse field on

. The

solidification microstructure of metal in 1986, reported that

pulsed electromagnetic field has been widely used in

direct pulse current could alter the cast microstructure, and

industry because of its high efficiency, economic benefits

then more and more workers immersed in the research of

and cleanliness, and can affect the following aspects of the

relative problems. Recently, a lot of theories have been put

solidification microstructure of metal: refining solidification

forward to interpret this phenomenon

microstructure, eliminating macro-segregation, increasing

was no unified understanding on the quantitative model

content of alloying elements within grains, decreasing

investigation about the refinement of the solidified structure

residual force, avoiding cracks and improving surface

under the electric pulse treatment (EP, EPT). In 2007, Zhai

quality

[1-3]

.

et al
________________________

[15]

[5-14]

. However, there

proposed that the phenomenon of grain refinement

with EPT mainly results from that electric pulse gets crystal
nuclear falling off from the wall and flowing into the liquid
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On the other hand, Oono Atsumi

[16]

posited that the chilling
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layer solidified along the wall from bottom to top gradually,
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2. MODEL ESTABLISHMENT

when the chilling layer was formed, it's hard to get the
crystal nuclear fall off from the wall. Considering the two

2.1 Force analysis of nuclear on the wall before

view points, the role of time-domain of the refinement under

chilling layer formed
When the molten metal was poured into the mold,
heterogeneous nucleation begins firstly on the wall, after
then the nuclear would grow. Because of the segregation of
solute and the super cooling rate, the shape of nuclear
approaches sphere generally as shown in Fig 2. At this
moment, the force on the nuclear consist of electromagnetic
force F1 and F2 from 2 electrodes, pressure FP from melt,
interfacial tension Fj, floatage and its gravity. If the horizontal
forces are balanced, there is an equation：

EPT should be from the beginning of the crystal rain to the
chilling layer formation. Therefore, this study is aimed to
quantitatively explain Zhai’s EPT mechanism using the
electromagnetic theory on the model formation for both the
crystal rain and the chilling layer under the condition of
electric pulse treatment. The research work is expected to
establish to the large extend the foundation for industrialized

F1  F2  FP  Fj  0

application of EPT.

1. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

rls A rlc

In this research, a sample of Al-5%Cu alloy was made from

h

pure aluminum (99.97% in mass percent) and electrolytic
copper (99.99% in mass percent). Appreciable amounts of

（2-1）

rcs

a

F2 FP Fj A

F1

the Al-5%Cu alloy in a graphite crucible were molten and

A2

A1

heated to 700°C, in a self-designed electric resistance
furnace. After holding at 740°C for 10min, and later
degassing refined with C2Cl6, subsequently the molten metal
was poured with two columnar graphite electrodes into sand
moulds with EPT applied at the same time. The parameters
of the pulse electric field were selected: voltage was 300 V
and 500V, single factor changing frequency of 3Hz, 8Hz,
15Hz and time was 120s. Fig.1 below shows the

Fig. II Sketch map of crystal rain occurrence

experimental setup. After solidification, the samples were
cut along the center line, and then grinded, polished, and

In equation (2-1), F1, F2 can be considered as the Lorentz

etched.

force from two conducting straight wires. Due to differences
in the direction of current on the conducting electrode, the
direction of F1 and F2 was shown in Fig 2; its value can be
Electrode

Thermocouple

expressed as follows:
F1 

Sand mold

F2 
Electric pluse generator

 I 2 d cos A1

2 (l  r1 )

 I 2 d cos A2

2 (l  r1 )

 I 2 d 2
2 (l  r1 ) (

（2-2）

l  r1 2
)  d2
2

 I 2 d 2
2 (l  r1 ) (

（2-3）

l  r1 2
)  d2
2

Fig. I Sketch of the electric pulse treatment experimental

μ0 is the permeability of the liquid metal, I is equivalent

apparatus

current, d is the inserting depth of the electrode into the
liquid metal，l is the diameter of sand mold，r1 is the distance
between two electrodes, and there are two equations as
follows：
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cos A1 

d
l  r1 2
(
)  d2
2

cos A2 

d
l  r1 2
(
)  d2
2

（2-4）
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Where, I1 denotes the critical pulse current generated by
crystal rain in solidification.

On the other hand, in equation（2-1）, the pressure on
nuclear from metal melt improves with the increase of pool
depth, its expression is：

2.3 The critical pulse frequency generated by crystal
rain in solidification
The critical current I1 is the equivalent current when crystal
rain occurs, and it will change with the changing of pulse

FP  1 gha 2 sin 2 A

（2-5）

shown in Fig 3. Amplitude variation of the EP device is from

It can be seen that when h=a, the melt pressure on nuclear
from the top minimized and therefore the nuclear most likely
to fall off, the value of the force is:

FP  1 ga sin A
3

2

frequency f. Pulse waveform used in the experiment is as
200V to 1000V. Pulse edge is 4μs~5μs. Pulse width is 20ms.
Pulse frequency is 0.5Hz~20Hz. In addition, the pulse
waveform changes along the exponential relationship, as
shown in equation (2-10).

（2-6）

f (t )  Ce t

（2-10）

Furthermore, in equation (2-1), the interfacial tension Fj on
nuclear can be expressed as follows [16, 18]:

Fj  4 arlc 1  cos A
rls,

（2-7）

rlc and rcs is respectively the interfacial tension from

molten melt to wall, molten melt to nuclear, and wall to
nuclear. A (wetting angle) is the contact angle between the
nuclear to the base plane.

2.2 The critical pulse current generated by crystal
rain in solidification
According to the analysis from part 2.1, without considering
the strong convection of liquid, the nuclear on the wall can
fall off under the electromagnetic force, only when formula
(2-8) works. Then the nuclear will enter into the melt and
generate the crystal rain.

F1  F2  FP  Fj

（2-8）

From equation（2-2）（2-3）（2-6）（2-7）and（2-8）after
simplification we can obtain equation（2-9）below：

I 
2
1

2  4 arlc 1  cos A  1 ga 3 (1  cos 2 A) 

（2-9）
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Time / ms
Fig. III Sketch of the pulse waveform
The time in pulse edge is 1/500 of that in pulse width, so the

pulse width μ1 and the distance between electrodes r1 are

entire waveform can be considered to meet the exponential

constants, equation (2-12) can be simplified as follows:

relationship in equation (2-10). The equivalent current I1 can

f12 

be expressed by f.




I1 

f  f (t )
0

t



f

C
(1  e 1 )

（2-11）
t

If is the pulse frequency. μ1 is the pulse width.



t 2 f (cos A)
t 2 f (cos A) （2-13）

B
 Kd  o(d )
 d 2   o(d ) 
d


B and K are both constants. o(d) is an infinitesimal quantity.
It can be concluded that fmin is inversely proportional to the
is just a

inserting depth d—the deeper the electrode is inserted, the

coefficient constant. Using equation (2-11) and (2-9) after

smaller the critical frequency requires when crystal rain

simplification, at last equation (2-12) was obtained below:

occurs—this is consistent with the results in literature

[10]

.

Before the chilling layer forms, f min is proportional to the
pulse time t. Furthermore, when l »r1, fmin→∞, which means

2 t 2  2  4 arlc 1  cos A   1 ga 3 (1  cos 2 A) 

f12 

 d C 1  e
2

2



 1 2





1
1



l  r1 2
 l  r1 2

2
2
(
)  d (l  r1 ) 
 ( 2 )  d (l  r1 )
2


it requires the greater pulse energies when the EPT is

(2-12)

performed in a larger mold. While l tends to r1, the
corresponding fmin is almost equal to zero, namely at that
point, the crystal rain most likely to occur.

Thus, the value of critical frequency f min when crystal rain
occurs is related to the wetting angle A, inserting depth of

2.4 Force analysis of the nuclear on the wall under

electrode d, size of mold l and the distance between

EP when the chilling layer formed

electrodes r1. (2-12）is an equation of parabola about cosA

When the chilling layer forms, the nuclear on the wall is hard

with parabolic curve looking downward and thus, it has a

to fall off

maximum value, at the same time, considering the wetting

were applied to the metal solidification, the refining effect is

angle is mainly determined by the nature of the wall and the

limited. Due to the nuclear on the top is the most difficult to

cos A  4rlc / 2a 2 1 g

[16]

. Thus, at this time even if more EP energies

grow along the wall that nuclear requires a critical force.
, fmin gets the

When the chilling layer formed, the force analysis of the

maximum value, and at that time, the crystal rain is the most

nuclear on the top consist of electromagnetic force F1 and F2

difficult to form. On the other hand, when the pool size l,

from 2 electrodes, pressure FP from melt, interfacial tension

melt, therefore, when

Fj, adhesive force between the nuclear, floatage and its
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gravity. If the forces were balanced, it can be interpreted

angle. In addition, the calculation of F1﹑F2、FP and Fj can

with an equation below:

refer part 2.1

F1  F2  FP +Fi  Fj  0

2.5 The critical pulse frequency when the chilling
layer formed
According to the analysis of part 2.4, the chilling layer forms

（2-14）

gradually from the bottom to the top. When the nuclear on

rls A rlc
h

rcs

F2 FP Fj A

the top grow along the wall and others nearby grow, the

a

chilling layer can be considered as forming, and it is hard to
fall off. The crystal rain stops, and the frequency, at this

F1

Fi

point, can be regarded as the other critical one. Using

A2

A1

equations (2-2), (2-3), (2-6), (2-7), (2-15) and replacing the
variables of equation (2-14) and simplified to obtain
equation (2-16) below:

 2  3cos A  cos3 A  
3
2 t 2  2  4 arlc 1  cos A   1g（1cos 2 A） i ga 3 

3



f22 



2 
1
1

 d 2C 2 1  e   

l  r1 2
 l  r1 2

2
2
(
)  d (l  r1 ) 
 ( 2 )  d (l  r1 )
2


Fig. IV Sketch map of chill layer formation

（2-16）
The adhesive force Fi in equation (2-1) can be expressed as
follows:

2.6 Relationship between pulse frequency and

 2  3cos A  cos A 
Fi   g i a3 
 （2.15）
3


3

refinement effects

μ is the coefficient of friction between nuclear. ρi is the
nuclear density. a is the diameter of nuclear. A is the wetting
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Fig. V The Model-based Relationship of Pulse frequency and refinement effects of solidification structure
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Based on Zhai et al

[15]
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, under certain condition of the pulse

pulse voltage at the initial stage, the refining effect is not

voltage, the relationship between the pulse frequency and

obvious; when the pulse frequency applied reaches a critical

the refining effect was further studied through the

value f1 and f3 to get crystal rain, there is a significant

mathematical model in the present work. The best refining

increase in the degree of refinement with the increase of

frequency can be calculated by determining the parameters

frequency; when the pulse frequency reaches the critical

in the model. Since the general controlling parameters for

value f2 and f4 to get the chilling layer, the refinement is the

the EP process is pulse voltage, and the corresponding

same as that under the frequency f 2 and f4. This conclusion

current can be obtained from Ohm’s law. Therefore, the

was consistent with that of Fang Y

single pulse energy is determine by the peak voltage U, but

voltage (U2) was applied, the effective role in time-domain of

the frequency doesn’t affect the single energy only the total

frequency was bigger than that when bigger pulse voltage

output pulse energy and the average current can be

(U1) was applied., that is to say fF>fE, Where fE, fF is the time

affected. When the single energy is low, i.e. a low peak

domain of refining effect of EPT for U1, U2 respectively.

[17]

. When smaller pulse

voltage, it doesn’t meet the requirement to get the nuclear

3. MODEL VALIDATION

on the wall to fall off even if a large pulse voltage was
applied. As a result, the structure cannot be refined
significantly. When the peak voltage exceeds a certain value,

The results of EPM on Al-5%Cu is shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7.

different pulse voltage is applied. With the increasing of

(b

(a)
)

10mm

10mm

10mm

(d)

(c)

10mm

10mm
(a) Without EPT, 700°C

(b) 3Hz, 500 V, 120s, 700°C

(c) 8Hz, 500V, 120s, 700°C

(d) 15Hz, 500V, 120s, 700°C

Fig. VI Solidification macro-structure of AI-5%Cu alloy modified at various pulse voltages
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(f)
(e)

10mm

10mm

(h
)

(g)

10mm

10mm

(e) 0Hz, 0V, 0s, 700°C

(f) 3Hz, 300 V, 120s, 700°C

(g) 8Hz, 300V, 120s, 700°C

(h) 15Hz, 300V, 120s, 700°C

Fig.VII Solidification macro-structure of AI-5%Cu alloy modified at various pulse voltages
It can be seen from Fig.6, the ingot without EPT shows a

when pulse frequency was at 3Hz and 8Hz, the bigger the

typical tricrystal zone- the columnar crystals are developed

voltage was applied, the better the refinement was obtained.

and coarse; the equiaxed zone was at the central area, at

This is due to the single pulse energy determined by the

2

which point the size of crystal was 8 grains/mm . When

pulse voltage. When the frequency was 15Hz, the chilling

pulse frequency applied was 3Hz, the solidification structure

layer forms and the voltage does not affect the refinement

was refined to a certain degree compared with that of

too much. The experimental results verify the correctness of

without EPT—the number of grains per unit area was 31,

the solidification model and its deduction of Al-5%Cu under

which was 3.875 times that of without EPT. According to the

EPM.

deduction from the model in Fig.5, the frequency should
have now reached or exceeded the critical frequency f 1 on

4. CONCLUSIONS

AB. When pulse frequency was 8Hz, solidification structure

The significant findings from this study include the following:

2

I. For a fixed pulse voltage, the refinement pulse

on BC. When pulse frequency was 15Hz, the refinement

frequency should be between the critical frequency

was the same as that of fewer than 8Hz, at which point the

values from the formation of the crystal rain and the

number of grains per unit area was 97. It can be inferred that,

chilling layer. In between these zones the refinement

the pulse has now exceeded f2 in Fig.5 on BC. To compare

effect

refinement was very obvious—the size was 93 grains/mm

increases

with

increase

in

frequency.

the macro-structures in Fig.6 and Fig.7, it can be seen that
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Furthermore, the smaller pulse voltage will result in a
bigger time-domain of frequency.
II. The critical pulse frequency for the formation of the
crystal rain during solidification process under the EPT
is related to pulse time t, wetting angle A, electrode
insertion depth d, mold size l and electrode gap r1
parameters.
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